### CUSTOMS DECLARATION (A)

**To be used for Parcels for or from the Channel Islands, for Eire and for certain other Countries (see P.O. Guide).**

**Place of destination:** U.S.A.

**ROUTE:**

**DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Weight of Parcel (lb.)</th>
<th>Net Weight and Value of Merchandise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I hereby declare that the above particulars are correct and that the parcel to which this Declaration relates does not contain any goods by law prohibited to be exported from the United Kingdom either absolutely or to the place to which the parcel is destined (other than the following goods, namely:...............

For the exportation of which (a) I hold a licence No............dated...............

(b) an Open General licence No............dated...............

I further declare that the ultimate destination of the goods is...............

**NOTE:** Undervaluation or failure to give a full description may result in penalties and/or the seizure of the parcel.

To obtain the benefit of Empire Preferential Tariffs the parcel must be accompanied by a certificate of origin (see Post Office Guide).

*Sender's*

If not deliverable as addressed please deliver to:

(a) Signature

(b) Signature

If either (a) or (b) is signed, strike out the unsigned instruction completely.

_Father delivered please treat as abandoned. (a) Signature._

If not deliverable as addressed please deliver to (b) **Signature.**

Jump to the next line.

*or, if that is not possible, return ♦ at my expense._ (CSR183)
Japanese soldiers directing their machine gun towards the Chinese civilians.
The Headoffice of the Commander-in-Chief of the North Eastern Frontiers occupied by Japanese troops.
Japanese armoured cars entering the Western Gate of Shenyang.
The Western Gate of Shenyang under Japanese illegal occupation.
Shenyang Arsenal occupied by Japanese troops.
The notice on the left roads: "No admittance except for Japanese soldiers. Others entering shoot to death".
Chinese officials and policemen arrested by Japanese troops after the occupation of Shenyang.

Chinese innocent civilians killed by Japanese in Shenyang.
The Peitaying camps after being burnt by Japanese troops.
Chinese civilian murdered by Japanese.
The Feitaying camps after being burnt by Japanese troops.

Chinese civilian murdered by Japanese.

A Chinese policeman killed by Japanese troops at the occupation of Shenyang.
The exposed corpse of an old Chinese woman shot by Japanese Murderous troops.
Chinese refugees at Huangkuton station of the Peiping-Liaoning Railway.
Civilians, aboard Peiping-Liaoning train, badly injured by the machine guns fired at them from the Japanese aeroplanes.
A peddler killed by Japanese aerial bomb along the Peiping-Liaoning Railroad.
Civilian searched by Japanese soldiers in Hengyang.

A tailor killed by the Japanese aerial bomb near the University of Communication in Ching-Chow.

Houses within the vicinity of Chang Fu in flames after the Japanese bombardment.
Enormous conflagration in Chapel caused by Japanese bombardment.
Bomb explosion, dropped by Japanese plane.
Chapel in flames. (night scene)

A Chinese civilian murdered by Japanese at Chung-hin Road.
Chinese refugees from the North Station.

Japanese aeroplane raiding over Chapei.
Chinese civilians arrested and hands tied by Japanese bluejackets.
N2225. A Borneo native who was the only survivor of four on whom the Japanese had practised beheading. His neck was badly severed by a sword blow, and it is a miracle he is now alive. This Australian official photograph was taken at the Nica Hospital in Borneo.

N2339. Pte. J.A. Macmillan of Sydney, who was gaoled by the Kempi in Borneo for giving news to non-interned Europeans and for bringing in radio parts and medical supplies to camp. In hideous Outram Road camp in Java, his weight dropped from its normal weight of 13½ stone to 6 stone 8 lbs. AUSTRALIAN OFFICIAL PHOTO.
A hospital ward in Singapore showing members of the
8th Division released from the Changri Prisoner-of-War camp at
Singapore. All were suffering from malnutrition. Nearest camera
T. Chiplin of Cardiff S. Wales, F.V. Wart of London, Pte.
A.J. Campbell of Hay N.S.W. Sgt. J.A. Damen of Leidorgara
N.S.W. Pte. G.W. Rogers of Scarborough England, Sgt. W.J. Brown of
Wales. G.C. Tysol of Java.
AUSTRALIAN OFFICIAL PHOTO.
Chinese civilian strictly searched by Japanese bluejackets.
Chinese civilians arrested and hands tied by Japanese bluejackets.

Japanese bluejackets searching Chinese civilians at Range Road.

Japanese bluejackets tying hands of the employees of International Dispensary.
Chinese civilians arrested and nano tied by Japanese bluejackets.

Japanese bliejackets searing Chinese civilians at range road.
Victims of Japanese bombs and shrapnel.
Chinese civilians murdered by Japanese.
Chinese murdered by Japanese bluejackets.
Burning the dead in Chen-ju.
A place where coffins were collected was bombed by Japanese.
Pao-Shan Road in flames (Chapei).
Houses at Pao-shan Road destroyed by Japanese bombardment.
Commercial Press building in flames after Japanese attack and artillery bombardment.
Ruins at Paoshan Road. (Still burning)
The skeleton of the Commercial Press building.
The skeleton of Oriental Library.

Victims piled up.
Ruins of Shang-kung School next to the Commercial Press.

Commercial Press building destroyed under Japanese aerial attack.
The skeleton of Oriental Library.

Victims piled up.
Ruins of Shang-kung School next to the Commercial Press.

Commercial Press building destroyed under Japanese aerial attack.
House in flames as a result of Japanese bombardment.
Cottages ruined as a result of Japanese bombardment.
Once populated terrace.
Cottages ruined as a result of Japanese bombardment.

Houses levelled by shells from Japanese troops.
Once populated terrace.

A lane now devastated by Japanese troops.
The remnants of houses after Japanese bombardment.
Ruins of a Cantonese Guild, as a result Japanese bombardment.

Remains of a Chinese cloth factory.
The remnants of houses after Japanese bombardment.

Houses torn down at Kiangwan by Japanese artillery fire.
Ruins of a Cantonese guild, as a result of Japanese bombardment.

Remains of a Chinese cloth factory destroyed by Japanese heavy bombardment. (in the vicinity of the North Station)
Chapel ruins caused by Japanese bombs and shells.
The Cantonese Hospital damaged by Japanese bombardment.
Tukong Road after Japanese bombardment.
The Cantonese Hospital damaged by Japanese bombardment.

A frontal view of ruined houses.
Tukong Road after Japanese bombardment.

Houses at Hiang-shan Road destroyed by Japanese shells.
Houses torn down by Japanese bombardment.
Ruins in Chapei.
Houses torn down by Japanese aerial bombs.
Houses torn down by Japanese aerial bombs.
Houses in Chapei bombed by Japanese planes.
An unexploded aerial bomb in Chung-Hsing Road, Chapei, dropped down by Japanese planes.
An unexploded aerial bomb in Chung-Hsing Road, Chapel, dropped down by Japanese planes.

Houses collapsed before Japanese bombs. (Markham Road)

Ruins in Chung-Hsing Road, Chapel.
Houses burnt down along railway tracks by Japanese troops.
A section of rail tracks torn up by Japanese aerial bombs.
A section of rail tracks torn up by Japanese aerial bombs.

Ruins near the North Station.

Rail tracks torn up by Japanese bombs.
Inside the S. N. R. North Station after Japanese bombardment.
Rail tracks torn up by Japanese bombs.
Passenger coach after receiving a Japanese bomb.
Passenger coach destroyed by Japanese aerial bomb.
The North Station after the Japanese bombardment.

Platform of the North Station Ruined by Japanese bombs and shells.
Passenger coach destroyed by Japanese aerial bomb.

Chinese trains wrecked by Japanese bombs.
Houses in Tokyo Destroyed by Japanese Bombardment
Chen-ju Railway Station Bombed by Japanese Planes

Chinese Trains at Chen-ju Wrecked by Japanese Bombs
Chinese Trains at Chen-ju Wrecked by Japanese Bombs
Ruins in Nanking

Ruins in Chongqing
Ruins in Shapai
Houses levelled by Japanese artillery bombardment and aerial bombs
Remains of China Public School, Woosung.
Tung-chi University destroyed by Japanese air raid and artillery fire.
The Science Hall of the Chi-han University (Cheng-ju) bombed by Japanese

Frontal view of ruined houses
The entrance of the Hung-jao aerodrome after Japanese aerial attack.

Alleging Chinese airplanes a menace to their Japanese using 250 lb. bombs, destroyed the Hung-jao aerodrome.
The entrance of the Hung-iao aerodrome after Japanese aerial attack.

Alleging Chinese airplanes a menace to them, Japanese using 250 lb. bombs, destroyed the Hung-iao aerodrome.

Aeroplanes in the aerodrome destroyed by Japanese bombs.
Chinese plane damaged by Japanese bombs.
Chinese refugees, native of Feng Hwa, sent back to their home by the Feng Hwa Welfare Association.

Refugees from Tuo-sung.
Refugees taking shelter in the Cantonese Commercial Association
"Dumdum" bullet wound near the ankle.
Japanese soldier stabbing a Chinese lad with bayonet.

The outgoing of a "Dum dum" bullet.
Dundum bullet wound

Japanese soldier stabbing a Chinese lad with bayonet.
"Dumdum" bullet hit on the leg of a gallant soldier.
The exit of a "Dumdum" bullet.
Top view of the skull stabbed by Japanese bayonet.

Bullet taken out from the soldier's wound.

Shrapnel wound on the arm.
Shrapnel wound on the arm.
A Christian Church badly damaged by Japanese.

A little girl wounded by Japanese.

A house store badly damaged by Japanese bombardment.